WORK AT A STARTUP AND HELP BUILD THE FIRST “P2P YARD WORK PLATFORM.”

INTERNSHIP AS LEAD DEVELOPER

This is an exciting opportunity to demonstrate your full-stack skill set at a budding startup, gaining real world experience in UX, user testing, front-end app development all the way through to deployment on a back-end framework. As a two-sided marketplace or crowdsourcing business model, Petstick offers unique development challenges integrating geo-location services, weather and other 3rd party APIs opening up promising new business opportunities.

REQUIREMENTS

An insatiable desire to build cool stuff and ask great questions are the most important prerequisites. Secondly, a solid command over Javascript is required as the Ionic Framework is likely to be the development tool of choice for hybrid mobile app development. Of course CSS, HTML experience will be necessary as well as some familiarity with AngularJS and SASS or the ability to pick them up quickly. Finally, some experience with Python or Ruby on the backend would be ideal. However, depending on your front-end development strengths, we can look at tapping experts in that area to support your strong suits and broaden your exposure to more server-side languages and best practices. Experience, past projects and arguments for choosing particular languages/frameworks will determine applicants fit.
PRIMARY DUTIES

Work with the Founder to refine application prototypes from Ionic Creator.

Synthesize user feedback with Founder to guide design/development.

Make a case for the best development framework/environment.

Code application.

HOURS

25 hours/week for 6 weeks at $14/hr.

Part-time position past initial 6 weeks is a possibility.

APPLICATION & DEADLINES

Deadline for application is June 28th.
Applications are to be submitted to garett@petstick.org.

COMPANY DETAILS

Petstick.org LLC
N52 W35828 Hillcrest Ct.
Oconomowoc, WI 53066

Petstick is a for-profit company with a community/social enterprise component.

Work location flexible, desk at co-working space such as 100 State may be provided.